
Titus Polish Rod Friction wrenches
are designed to make up or breakout
delicate chrome polished rods
without marring or damaging rod
surfaces

FFFeeeaaatttuuurrreeesss &&& DDDeeesssiiigggnnn

 High quality steel construction.
 Ability to ratchet after being applied

to the polish rod, preventing frequent
wrench adjustment and removal.

 Precision-machined jaw provide
friction gripping around the complete
circumference of the polish surface
rod.

 Each piece of the gripping portion is
heat treated to assure years of
dependable service.

 Eliminates pipe wrench scaring on
polish rod ensuring no damage to
polish rod or costly stuffing box
repairs and environmental damages
due to leaks.

 Will still function if surface of polish
rod is unclean or coated with
production debris.

 Available in all standard size polish
rods.

 Patent protected
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